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Abstract
Atrial Fibrillation (AF) is a type of cardiac arrhythmia
that significantly increases the risk of stroke and heart fail-
ure. In general, in the case of patients affected by AF, their
electrocardiogram (ECG) shows a typical pattern of irreg-
ular RR intervals and abnormal P waves. However, dis-
criminating AF from a normal sinus rhythm or from other
types of rhythms remains a challenging problem today.
Methods: We analyze the database of PhysioNet/Computing
in Cardiology Challenge 2017 to validate our heart rhythm
classification technique. The database contains short-term
ECG recordings, labelled as normal sinus rhythm, AF,
other types of rhythm, and noise. We extract different
morphology-based features of ECG signals, and we de-
sign a multiclass classifier based on error-correcting out-
put codes, along with a random forest classifier for binary
decision making.
Results: We test the performance of our classifiers based
on the F1 score of each class and the average F1 score of
all the classes. The final F1 score obtained on the hidden
test set of challenge is 80%.
Conclusions: Our results show that our classifier is robust
and that it is able to discriminate AF from normal sinus,
other rhythms, and noise, based on the morphology of the
ECG signal.
1. Introduction and Related Work
Atrial Fibrillation (AF) is one of the most common types
of cardiac arrhythmia. In 2010, 20.9 and 12.6 million men
and women were affected worldwide, respectively, with
higher rates in developed countries [1]. AF may manifest
in short episodes rather than a sustained condition, which
increases detection complexity. Despite the progress in de-
tection and treatment of AF, the arrhythmia remains one of
the major risk factors for stroke and heart failure [1].
Conventionally, AF is diagnosed by analyzing electro-
cardiogram (ECG), and a typical pattern is associated to an
AF episode: abnormal atrial activity and irregular ventric-
ular response. Previous studies analyze the two responses
either separately or combined to discriminate AF from nor-
mal sinus rhythm (NSR).
The need to capture the abnormal atrial activity has
given rise to a plethora of studies. In [2, 3], the authors
analyze the P-wave variability, by inspecting the absence
of P-waves or the presence of F-waves, which appear as
a “sawtooth” pattern hiding a clear P-wave in AF or atrial
flutter. In [2, 3], the authors use statistical models of NSR
P-waves and wavelet entropy to detect AF.
The effect of AF on ventricular activity consists mainly
in analyzing the irregularity of RR intervals. For instance,
Zhou et al. [4] propose a method for real-time automated
detection of AF episodes considering symbolic dynamics
and Shannon entropy to describe the dynamic behaviour of
RR-intervals time series.
The combined analysis of atrial and ventricular re-
sponses can improve the accuracy in AF detection. In par-
ticular, Rincon et al. [5] combine heart-rate analysis with
a P-wave analysis to detect AF in real-time on a wearable
device.
Although the classification of NSR and AF from a sur-
face ECG has been investigated for many years, distin-
guishing AF from other types of arrhythmias still remains
a challenging task, as many non-AF arrhythmias exhibit
irregular RR intervals [6, 7]. In this paper, we propose a
technique for heart-rhythm classification based on the mor-
phology of the ECG signal.
2. Rhythm Classification Technique
The main goal of this paper is to present a technique
for heart-rhythm classification by analyzing short ECG
recordings. The overall flow of our method is shown in
Fig. 1 and it consists of three main phases: pre-processing
(Section 2.1), feature extraction (Section 2.2), and hierar-
chical classifier (Section 2.3). The hierarchical classifier
contains two different classifiers: a multiclass classifier
based on error-correcting output codes (ECOC) and a ran-
dom forest classifier for binary decision making. Each of
these three main phases is thoroughly explained in the fol-
lowing subsections.
2.1. Pre-Processing
As a first step, we filter the ECG signals to remove the
baseline wandering and high frequency noise. Namely,
two median filters are used for ECG baseline wander re-
moval [8]. A 32nd-order zero-phase FIR band-pass filter
with cut-off frequencies f1 = 0.05Hz and f2 = 40Hz
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Figure 1: Rhythm classification technique for four classes of signals: normal sinus rhythm (NSR), alternative rhythm
(OthR), noisy signals (Noise), and atrial fibrillation (AF). In case of getting undefined rhythm (UndR) at the output of the
ECOC classifier, a random forest classifier is used for binary decision making.
is applied for high-frequency noise and artefact removal.
Then, the R-peaks of the ECG signals are detected using
Pan-Tompkins algorithm [9].
2.2. Feature Extraction
In the following subsections we explain in detail the fea-
tures that we use for heart rhythm classification. We con-
sider four different types of signals: NSR, AF, alternative
rhythms (OthR), and noisy signals. NSR is any cardiac
rhythm where depolarization of the cardiac muscle begins
at the sinoatrial node with a heart rate (HR) of 60 − 100
bpm [6]. The representation of NSR is shown in Fig. 2a.
On the other side, as it can be seen in Fig. 2b, AF records
are characterized by the absence of the P wave [2]. More-
over, some AF records also exhibit irregular RR intervals
[4]. However, many different types of arrhythmias (OthR)
could exhibit irregular RR intervals [6,7]. The last class of
signals contains signals that are too noisy to be classified.
More details about these signals could be found in [6].
2.2.1. HR-Based Features
The instantaneous HR is calculated as the inverse of the
time difference between two consecutive R-peaks (RR in-
terval):
HR[bpm] = 60∗fsRR ,
where fs represents the sampling frequency of the signal.
HR signal as well as its first, second, and third order deriva-
tives are used as the main signals for feature extraction.
We consider the minimum value, the maximum value, the
mean value, the median value, the standard deviation, and
the Euclidean norm (we refer to these features as basic sta-
tistical characteristics of a signal in the remainder of this
paper) from each of these signals.
We define features to describe two particular cases of
arrhythmia defined as bradycardia and tachycardia. The
former represents the percentage of HR values that are be-
low 40 bpm, whereas the latter is defined the percentage of
HR values that are above 140 bpm.
Additionally, we define the extreme bradycardia and
tachycardia features. The extreme bradycardia feature cap-
tures if the value of HR falls below 40 bpm for any five
consecutive beats, whereas the extreme tachycardia feature
captures if the HR is above 140 bpm for any 17 consecutive
beats.
2.2.2. P-Wave and T-Wave Features
As one of the main characteristics of AF records is the
absence of the P-wave in the ECG signal, for each heart
beat we extract the part of the signal corresponding to the
P-wave. The pairwise linear correlation coefficient be-
tween all P-waves is calculated, resulting in a p× p matrix
P, where p represents the number of R peaks in the ECG
signal. In order to capture the variability in P-waves, we
define signal sp that is obtained by concatenating all parts
of the signal that correspond to P-waves, as well as feature
fp defined as:
fp =
∑p
i=1 P− trace(P)
p2 − p .
The normalized power of sp in the frequency band
[0, 30]Hz, as well as the Shanon entropy of sp are also
considered in the final set of features. Furthermore, the
first, second, and third order derivatives of sp are also cal-
culated. Basic statistical characteristics of these signals are
added to the final set of features, along with the percentage
of times where the peak of the P-wave is negative.
Analogously, we extract the same set of features for the
T wave, and we define signal st. The normalized power of
this signal in the frequency bands [0, 5]Hz and [5, 30]Hz,
along with its Shannon entropy is calculated. These two
frequency bands have been selected, as we have noticed
clear differences in power for NSR and OthR signals.
2.2.3. Time and Frequency-Domain Features
Different types of arrhythmias may occur due to abnor-
malities in the generation and/or conduction of electrical
impulses between the left atrium and left ventricle of the
heart. Therefore, in order to detect these disorders, we use
the PR and the PP interval. We calculate the PR interval
from the peak of the P-wave to the Q-wave of the ECG sig-
nal. Basic statistical characteristics of PR intervals along
with the ratio between standard deviations of PR and RR
(a) NSR. (b) NSR versus AF.
Figure 2: Normal sinus rhythm (NSR) versus Atrial Fibri-
lation (AF).
intervals are used as features. We define the PP interval as
the distance between two consecutive P-wave peaks. Sim-
ilarly, the ratio between the means of PP and RR intervals
as well as their standard deviations are added to the feature
set.
We also use QT interval and QRS width for detecting
different alternative rhythms. The former is defined as the
distance between the Q-wave of the ECG signal and the
peak of the T-wave, whereas the latter is defined as the
time difference between the S-wave and the Q-wave. Basic
statistical characteristics of QT intervals and QRS widths
are considered in the final set of features.
In order to detect noisy signals, we use the normalized
signal power at very low frequencies [0.005, 0.05]Hz, the
power within [0.05, 50]Hz, as well as the power at higher
frequencies
[
50, fs2
]
Hz. These frequency-domain fea-
tures have been extracted from raw ECG signals.
2.2.4. Additional Features
We define additional features for random forest classi-
fier for binary decision making. As many different arrhyth-
mias exhibit RR irregularities, we consider the percentage
of times that the difference between three consecutive HR
values exceeds 5Hz, as well as 10Hz. Similarly, the same
set of features is extracted for five consecutive HR values.
Additionally, the number of zerocrossings of the parts that
correspond to the P-wave and T-wave are also taken into
consideration.
2.3. Hierarchical Classifier
After performing feature extraction, two different classi-
fiers are considered: a multiclass classifier based on error-
correcting output codes [10], and a random forest classifier
for binary decision making [11], as shown in Fig. 1.
In order to make sure that our features are on a similar
scale, before running any of these classifiers, we normalize
each feature by subtracting its mean value x¯ and dividing
it by its standard deviation s:
xn =
x−x¯
s .
2.3.1. Multiclass Classification (ECOC)
Multiclass classification is used to classify instances into
more than two classes. In this work, we use a multiclass
classification paradigm based on ECOC. This paradigm
assigns a unique binary string of length n to each class.
These binary strings are known as codewords [10]. Binary
representation for each of our classes results in a coding
matrix m×n, where m represents a number of classes in a
classification problem. We train a classifier for each bit po-
sition in a coding matrix. At the test time, each of these n
classifiers are evaluated to generate an n-bit string b. This
string is further compared to each of the m coding words,
and the new test example is assigned to the class whose
codeword is closest to the generated bit string b.
2.3.2. Random Forest
As shown in Fig. 1, a random forest classifier for bi-
nary decision making is used in case of getting undefined
rhythm (UndR) at the output of the ECOC classifier. This
classifier uses a subset of features explained in Section 2.2.
Specifically, the P-wave features explained in Section 2.2.2
are not considered, as these features are mostly used for
AF detection. Furthermore, as alternative rhythms contain
many different types of arrhythmias, we have also added
additional features explained in Section 2.2.4 in the fea-
ture set.
3. Experimental Setup and Results
In this section, we explain the cross-validation scheme
for training the classifiers, the final classifiers’ parameters,
along with the results. We analyze the database of Phy-
sioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2017 to vali-
date our rhythm classification method [6]. The database
consists of short ECG recordings that differ in length (be-
tween 30 s and 60 s in length). It contains 5050 NSR
records, 2456 records that belong to alternative rhythms,
738 AF records, and 284 noisy records. All signals are
sampled at 300Hz.
3.1. Cross-Validation
In order to avoid the overfitting problem, we split the
entire database into training and test sets. The training set
contains 80% of randomly selected records of each class.
The remaining 20% percent of each class is used in the test
set. The training set is further divided into two different
sets, set I and set II. Set I contains 70% randomly selected
training records, and the remaining 30% is used for set II.
The random split of training data is repeated five times in
order to assess the robustness of the results. We use the
F1 score explained in [6], as a valid metric for classifier
performance evaluation. The results obtained on set II for
5 different data splits are tabulated in Table 1:
F1(%) NSR AF OthR Final score
Fold1 89.89 79.13 70.76 79.93
Fold2 88.96 76.61 68.82 78.13
Fold3 89.31 77.56 70.85 79.24
Fold4 88.83 77.46 70.04 78.78
Fold5 88.70 75.50 70.71 78.30
Table 1: Five-fold cross-validation results for four classes
of signals: normal sinus rhythm (NSR), alternative rhythm
(OthR), noisy signals (Noise), and atrial fibrillation (AF).
After running the multiclass classifier on the test set
we obtain the F1 score of 89.73%, 78.83%, 73.85% for
NSR, AF, and OthR, respectively. By finding the misclas-
sified examples, we have noticed that 43% of misclassi-
fied examples consist of OthR signals that are classified
as NSR, whereas 23% of misclassified samples consist of
NSR that are classified as OthR. Therefore, we have de-
cided to design a random forest classifier for binary de-
cision making between OthR and NSR signals. We use
the geometric mean of recall and specificity (gmean) for
inspecting the classifier’s performance as classes OthR
and NSR are not balanced. We obtain the following
results for 5-fold cross-validation scheme: gmean =
{81.91, 82.08, 82.22, 82.58, 82}%.
Based on the cross-validation results, we use n = 25
bits for a binary representation of each of the four classes
in ECOC. Classifiers that are trained for each bit are Logit-
Boost ensemble of classification trees with surrogate splits
and 100 weak learners. Random forest classifiers for bi-
nary decision making uses 400 weak learners.
3.2. Final Results
After training the hierarchical classifier on the entire
training set, we test it on the test set. The last step con-
sists of training both multiclass and binary classifier on the
entire available data (on both training and test set), and
submitting the trained model. The results obtained on the
test set, along with the results obtained on the hidden test
set of challenge are tabulated in Table 2.
F1(%) NSR AF OthR Final score
Test set 90 79.57 75.66 81.79
Hidden test set
of challenge
90.31 78.95 70.76 80
Table 2: Normal sinus rhythm (NSR), alternative rhythm
(OthR), noisy signals (Noise), and atrial fibrillation (AF).
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a classification tech-
nique for heart rhythm detection. Based on the morphol-
ogy of the ECG signal, we have designed a multiclass hier-
archical classifier that uses error-correcting output codes,
along with a random forest binary classifier. Our experi-
mental evaluation demonstrates the robustness of our clas-
sifier with an F1 score of 80% obtained on the hidden test
set of challenge.
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